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EDITORIAL

Unw~lcome to Cubberley
Last week in an interview
with a few of the
Ravenswood exchange students an interesting characteristic
of Cubberley came to light: "The people
at Cubberley are cold. I wouldn't like to come. here
to school."
This has not been the first and only
time this has been mentioned;
Interestingly
enough, the 'Cubberley students who
participated
in the exchange noted the same unfriendly air at Cubberley.
New teachers and most
often racial minority visitors sense the frigid attitudes of Cubberley students.
If the student body is concerned about this problem we must find a reason and a solution in order
to overcome this unwanted trait.
Some causes seem to center around the sophistication and egotism quite a: few students convey.
Too often comfortable
cliques are constructed.
Possibly
these groups result from the constant
"putting down" of individuals.
After a while the
individual becomes numb, insensitive to others because he fears being rebuffed.
Once we. become comfortable,
we do not care to
- change or to venture from conformity.
Patterns
in the programmed
educational process have stifled
individualities.
Many times, by following the woof
and warp of the system, students find ways to "make
the grade' , yet only exist as hollow individuals.
Perhaps we should examine each of'our own reasons for walling ourselves up. Instead offollowing
the guide of etiquette, Cubberley may have to start
saying, "Unwelcome, to Cubberley!'
BERNICE SAKUMA, Editor
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Too often fluffy comedies run thlt. most stone-faced actor
out of oxygen before they'termsince Bustor Keaton), and Faye
imite.
BUONA SERA, MRS. Dunaway, if she does not lower
CAMPBELL cloeRnot. It RI'I'IT'"her icv veneer. cloeRwear Rome
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By MIKE HAMILTON
Dec. 11, 1968: Fire bomb
The following is a partial
list of events precipitated by hurled at Administration building, San Francisco State Colcollege campus dissidents:
Feb. 9, 1968: Four fire bombs lege.
damaged the Naval R.On'~C.
Jan. 5, 1969: Shots fired at
building at the University of San Mateo home' in the belief
California, Berkeley.
that a coIlege""'qf San Mateo
Feb. 19, 1968: Molotav cock- trustee resided there.
tails caused a fire on the porch
Jan 7, 1969: Former dean of
of the Naval R.O.T.C. building instruction, San Mateo College',
at Stanford Universitv.
had his home severley damaged
May 7, 1968: Naval R.O.T.C. by fire bombs.
building at Stanford completely
Jan 10, 1969: Fire~' bombs
destroyed.
hurled into the bed/oom of
June 15, 1968: Former PresEdwin Durr, coordinator of Inident of Stanford, Wallace C. ternal Affairs, San Francisco
St~tp_
Sterling's office destroyed.
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By GENE PLAGGE
As you all know, the word
"lavatory"
comes from the
Egyptian roots "lava" meaning place and "torid," meaning'smoking •. Hence the word
"lavatory" means" a place for
smoking."
At present our boy's lavatory on the B (for boys) wing
fulfills this purpose.
Every
brunch, lunch, and after school,
many diligent and thoughtful
students act in the true meaning 'of the hallowed catacombs
of the john•.
Although these upstanding
boys are merely following longstanding tradition, the fact still
remains that a longer-standing law exists prohibiting the
practice of the inhalation of
the waste products from the
combustion of tobacco and paper
on school grounds.
The boys generally don't
worry about this too much because very few of the law breakers get busted. It seems that
the administration has decided .
in favor of continuing the fine
tradition of using the lavatory
as a smoking lounge. Apparently, _ Mr. Hutchinson, Mr.
Roberson, and Mr. Stanard, and
all the teachers, have chosen
to look the other way whenconfronted- with a situation of tradition vs. law.· They seem to
feel that· continuation of this
tradition is more beneficial to
the boys than obeying 'the law.
Because no pressure ,is being
applied from the administration, the boys, when feeling a
bit nervous or whatever, head
r. .•••. _
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C~llege,
at Stanford Universitv.
had his home severley damaged
May 7, 1968: Naval R.O. T.C. by fire bombs.
By ANN T ABOROFF \J,
building at Stanford completely
. Jan 10, 1969: Fir~/ bombs
destroyed.!···,,'
hurled into the bedroom of
Too often fluffy comedies run the most stone-fac~d actor
June 15, 1968: Former Presout of oxygen before they term- since Bustor Keaton), and Faye
Edwin Durr, coordinator of Inident of Stanford, Wallace C. ternal Affairs, San Francisco
inate.
BUONA SERA, MRS. Dunaway, if she does not lower
Sterling's office destroyed.
CAMPBELL does not. It stars her icy veneer, does wear some
State.
Aug. 6, 1968:Stanford Student
Gina Lollobrigida as an Italian dazzling clothes. THE NIGHT
Feb. 27, 1969: Fire bombs
RAIDED MINSKy'S Activities Office damaged by hurled at Adrninistration buildwho had a daughter by one of THEY
fire.
three American fliers during deserves little comment, other
ing, University of California at
Sept. 14, 1968: Bomb blast
, World War II. Each man, be- than, "What happened?"
Berkeley.
at U.C. Berkeley damages Naval
lieving to have fathered the
Feb. 27, 1969: Militants inR.O. T.C. building.
child himself, has contributed
vade five buildings on the Unimonthly child-support checks
versity of Wisconsin campus
for the past twenty years. As
causing considerable damage.
the Americans return to Italy
Feb. 28, 1969: Two bombs
for a reunion, the movie exThe CATAMOUNT, an official publication of the Associated
exploded at Associated Clareplodes with merriment.
Students of Cubberley High School, Palo Alto, California, is pubmont Colleges severly injuring
The performances of Phil
lished bi-monthly by the advanced journalism class, together
a woman employee of the colSilvers, Peter Lawford, Telly
with the graphic arts students. The CATAMOUNTis mailed on
leges.
Savalas,
and particularly
an exchange basis to other schools as Second Class matter.
Those who see nothing hut
STAFF
Shelley Winters, highlight this
high moral purpose behind hte
,comic situation. Miss Winters
Editor ••••••••..•.•••••......•.••
Bernice Sakuma
current campus violence are
plays a nosy, loud, warmManaging Editor ••••..•••••.•••.•••
Susanne Levitsky
invited to re-read the above.
hearted American committee
Assistant Editor .••.•.•••••.•.•••••••.•
Tony Pitre
woman to such perfection one News Editor ••••••••.•••••••.•.•.
FACULTY "PIGS" HOGHO CHI
Claudia Marchman
cannot help but wince and smile
Sports Editor •••••.•.•.•••••••.•••••
Chris Martin
fondly at the same time.'
Business Manager ., .••.•••.•••...••••••
Sue Klink
The director, Melvin Frank,
Advertising Assistant •.....•.•.•••...••
Lauri Briskin
CHARLESTON
preserves the lightness of the
Page Editors ••.••...•.•••.•••.•••.•.
Carol Crosby;
film by avoiding the complicaDave Levitsky, Sallie Neall,
tions of a harsh sex comedy.
[LEANERS
Steve Rubesin, Pam Sawyer
BUONA SERA, MRS. CAMPHeadline Editor •••...•••••••.••..•••.••
Des Welch
BELL retains notes of genuine
Headline Assistants •••••••...•
Erik Johnson Steve Murk
tenderness
and
joviality
' ...•••••.
Hal Sampson
throughout -- ingredients which Photography Editor .•••.•••••••
Steve Coniglio, Bill Parrish,
provide the fuel necessary to Photographers ••••••.•••••••
Mike Parrish, Neil Randles, Chuck Scott
keep such a delightful concocProduction •••.••••••••.•••
Bruce Barlow, Bernie Carr,
tion from falling flat.
RACHEL RACHEL and THE
Chris Olson, Dave Stahl
3942 Middlefield
Phil Evans
HEART IS ALONELYHUNTER,
certainly two of the most beautiful films produced in 1968,
are playing together at several
theatres now. Alone, each is
a rare gem; together they form
a rather ,overwhelming even-'
ing.
Another double bill, THE
THOMASCROWNEAFFAIRand
THE NIGHT THEY RAIDED
MINSKy'S stink s in comparison. The first is too slick-,it is hard and polished to such
a degree that one cannot penetrate it. Steve McQueen is as
humorless as ever (he may be
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feel that' continuation of this
tradition is more beneficial to
the boys than obeying 'the ,law.
Because"no pressure1is being
applied from the administration, the boys, when feeling a
bit nervous or whatever, head
for the head to ease their
queasiness.
"One of Cubberley's longheld / customs, smoking in the
lavatory (the place of smoking),
must be retained for the benefit of aU students," is the only
truthful' answer Mr. Stanard
could give if asked about smoking on campus.
If the great
administration
of Cubberley
feels this way, it must be the
best path to follow.
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